
Our seventeenth consecutive bottling from the majestic old vines of Ritchie 
Vineyard is among the most memorable, as one would expect given the incredible 
quality of this magical vintage. The wine walks a delicate line between power 
and finesse, opulence and focus, offering a deep succulence that is typical of this 
heralded vineyard, farmed with great dedication and pride by the local legend that 
is Kent Ritchie himself.

It’s our most “California-styled” Chardonnay each year: forward, generous and 
broad. Sheer deliciousness is its calling card. That’s not to say it’s overblown, 
however, as the loose-textured, airy, volcanic white pumice stone soils bring great 
vibrancy and energy to the wine’s long, expansive finish.

The wine shows aromas of orange blossom, mixed stone fruits and honeysuckle. 
Thyme leaf, wet stone and almond paste notes lend complexity. The palate is 
immediately broad and mouth-filling with tangerine oil and orange sherbet flavors. 
The wine’s center is rich in extract—deep and almost chewy. It finishes with mineral 
signatures and a lingering citrus zest note.

Ritchie is typically our lowest-acidity Chardonnay each vintage, so it’s the designate 
to open and drink first. While I expect the wine to improve in bottle for 4–6 years, 
I think its greatest charm is found in its fruit-driven power and density. Drink 
between late 2019 and 2023.

2017 dumol ritchie v ineyard
chloe  chardonnay 

i m p r e s s i o n s

Forward, generous and broad. Sheer deliciousness is its calling card. 

russian river valley

100% ritchie vineyard

old wente

45 years

hand harvested august 31st and september 2nd

aged 12 months in 33% new french oak barrels from 
tonnellerie de mercurey followed by six months 
settling in tank.

724 cases of 750ml, 16 cases of 1.5l & 16 bottles of 3l
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